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Total Garbage : How Can We Fix Our Waste And Heal Our World a novel by
Edward Humes. This story-driven and in-depth exploration of the pervasive yet
hard-to-see wastefulness that permeates our daily lives illuminates the ways
in which we've been duped into accepting absolutely insane levels of waste as
normal. Total Garbage also tells the story of individuals and communities who
are finding the way back from waste, and showing us that our choices truly
matter and make a difference.

Never Leave The Dogs Behind : A Memoir a novel by Brianna Madia. In the
wake of a painful, public divorce and the ensuing fallout, Brianna moves
from a pared-down van into a pared-down trailer. She reckons with her
decision to be alone in the desert, living on a nine-acre plot of undeveloped
land on the dusty outskirts of a small town in Utah, accompanied only by
her four precious dogs: Bucket, Dagwood, Birdie, and Banjo. As she grapples
with the anger, despair, and delicious freedom that comes from being
wholly on her own, Brianna wonders where, exactly, the road less traveled
has led her.

.

The Secret Lives of Librarians and Booksellers a novel by James Patterson.
Step inside The Secret Lives of Booksellers and Librarians and enter a world
where you can feed your curiosities, discover new voices, find whatever you
want or require. This place has the magic of rainbows and unicorns, but it's
also a business. The book business.

Profiles In Mental Health Courage a novel by Patrick J Kennedy. In this
book, you’ll meet people of all ages, backgrounds, and futures, across
politics and government, Hollywood and the arts, tech and business, sports
and science—some recovering, some relapsing, some just barely holding on,
but all sharing experiences and insights we need to better understand.
You’ll also meet those trying to help them through—parents, siblings,
spouses, therapists, bosses, doctors, and friends who create the extended
families needed to support care and wellness.


